KLS GOGTE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF MASTER OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, BELAGAVI.

FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED FOR THE FIRST YEAR AND LATERAL ENTRY ADMISSIONS UNDER PGCET FOR THE YEAR 2016-17

1) Allotment Letter Issued by the PGCET
2) S.S.L.C. Marks Card
3) PUC II/DIPLOMA
4) B.E./B.Sc./BCA/BBA/B.Com (All semesters) as the case may be
5) Migration Certificate if applicable (Only for Non-Karnataka Students)
6) Transfer Certificate from earlier college where he/she has studied
7) Certificate in prescribed for claiming reservation in case of marks relaxation
8) Eligibility Certificate from University (VTU) if applicable.
9) Character Certificate from earlier college where he/she studied PUC or equivalent.
10) Study Certificate
11) Sponsored Certificate if seat allotted by VTU of sponsorship quota
12) Caste and Income Certificate for category students.
13) Two photos
14) Two sets of photo copy of the above documents duly attested

NOTE: ALL ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS OF THE ABOVE ARE TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE OFFICE AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION

NOTE: IT IS A RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENTS TO SUBMIT TC IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE ADMISSION. LETTER TO THIS EFFECT WILL BE ISSUED IN THE OFFICE.

DETAILS OF THE FEES FOR FIRST YEAR AND LATERAL ENTRY UNDER PGCET ALLOTTED CANDIDATES:

PGCET STUDENTS PAYABLE AT COLLEGE: RS. 31,720.00
(EITHER BY CASH OR DEMAND DRAFT IN FAVOUR OF PRINCIPAL GIT MCA DEPARTMENT PAYABLE AT BELAGAVI)

EXAMINATION FEES RS. 2,800.00

TOTAL RS. 34,520.00

FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE TO BE SCANNED AND SUBMITTED ON THE DAY OF ADMISSION IN PENDRIVE SO THAT THE ADMISSION PROCESS CAN BE COMPLETED AT THE EARLIEST

1. PHOTO: MINIMUM 300 DPI
2. THUMB IMPRESSIONS OF THE CANDIDATE AND PARENTS: JPEG FORMAT
3. SIGNATURE OF THE CANDIDATE AND PARENTS: JPEG FORMAT
4. ALL SEMESTER MARKS CARDS INCLUDING S.S.L.C. PUC IN ONE FOLDER: PDF